
Stalking you in person 
or online 

24-Hour Call or Text Hotline: 866-685-1122 

Anger/ 

Emotional Abuse 

Making you feel bad about yourself 

Mind games, calling you “crazy” 

Making you 
feel guilty 

Calling you names 
or embarrassing you 

Treating you like a servant 

Using  

Social Status/ 

Peer Pressure/

Privilege 

Spreading rumors or lies 

Threatening to expose your secrets 

Making all decisions themselves 

Teen 
Power 
and 

ConTrol 

Making you feel less worthy of respect 

Intimidation 

Minimizing, 

Denying, 

Blaming 

Making or carrying out threats to hurt you 
or someone else 

Sexual 

Coercion 

Threats 

Isolation 

Cyberbullying 

Slamming or throwing things 

Causing fear through looks, actions, 
or gestures 

Showing, playing with, or 
bragging about weapons 

Destroying property 

Saying it’s not that bad, or that 
everyone does it 

Forcing or pressuring you to  
engage in sexual activities or have sex 

Threatening 
suicide 

Blaming drugs or alcohol for 
their actions 

Saying it’s for your 
own good 

Ignoring your physical  
and emotional boundaries 

Making you feel unsafe 

Controlling who you see or speak 
to, often using jealousy as an excuse 

Accusing you of cheating or flirting with 
other people 

Turning friends or family against you 

Making you feel bad for spending time 
with other people 

Pressuring you to share  
your passwords with them 

Demanding to know your 
location at all times 

Expecting constant and immediate 
responses to their messages 

(textual harassment) 
Sharing your private 

information 

Adapted from: 
“Power and Control Wheel” - Developed by Domestic Violence Intervention Project 
“Teen Power and Control Wheel” - Produced by National Center on Domestic and Sexual Violence 

Turning others against you 

Pressuring you to drink or use drugs 

Saying abuse is your fault 

Denying that it happened 

Making you feel bad for changing your 
mind or wanting to move slower 

Getting you drugged or drunk, 
or making threats in order to 

have sex with you 

Blackmailing you or threatening 
to “out” you 

Tracking who 
you follow and 

who follows 
you 
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Privacy 

and Independence 
Understanding that wanting privacy 
doesn’t mean having something to hide 

Accepting that the relationship is 
just one part of each other’s lives 

Encouraging time 
spent separately 

Trust and 

Communication 

Asking permission before 
using each other’s phones 

Respecting each other’s rights to 

have own friends and activities 

Working through issues of jealousy without  
controlling the other person 

Communicating in a way that 
shows confidence in the relationship 

Teen 

equaliTy 
Creating a balance of listening and talking 

Non-Threatening Behavior 

Boundaries 

and Intimacy 
Honesty and 

Accountability 

Respect 

Shared Power 

and Negotiation 

Support and 

Personal Growth 

Talking and acting so that both people feel 
safe and comfortable 

Giving space to make decisions 

without fear of payback 

Committing to not using 

threats or manipulation 

Respecting the physical and 
emotional boundaries of the 

other person 

Having open and ongoing  
conversations about both 

people’s boundaries 
Listening if someone 
changes their mind or is 
uncomfortable 

Taking responsibility for 
own actions 

Admitting past wrongs and abuse 

Communicating openly and 
honestly 

Listening non-judgmentally 

Valuing and affirming each other’s 
feelings and opinions 

Seeking to understand both 
viewpoints 

Being willing to compromise 

Wanting what’s best for both people 

Making decisions together 
Balancing both people’s needs 

Disagreeing in a respectful way 

Respecting each other’s personal 
identities 

Encouraging individual 
growth and freedom 

Supporting each other’s 
interests and goals 

Validating self-worth 

Adapted from: 
“Equality Wheel” - Developed by Domestic Abuse Intervention Project 
“Teen Equality Wheel” - Developed by National Center on Domestic and Sexual Violence 

“Teen Equality Wheel” - Developed by Loveisrespect.org  


